
 

 ASKOLL eS3 EVOlution, the evolution of the species. Electric. 

The new color range for the e-moped, now smarter and always connected. 

 

On the market since summer 2019, for eS3 EVOlution, it’s already time for a restyling. During Eicma, Askoll 

showcases the new colors of its latest e-moped. In addition to GreyEVO (enriched by fluo details and black 

saddle, fork and wheel rims), from next season eS3 EVOlution is available in electric blue, metallic red (both 

with silver saddle, fork and wheel rims), and in titanium grey (equipped with black saddle, fork and wheel 

rims).    

eS3 EVOlution’s news is both functional and technological, but it keeps its predecessor’s performance. A 

longer two-seater saddle promises the maximum comfort for both the rider and the fellow passenger; a 

full digital display, and the smoked cowl is standard equipment. New is also the braking system: the 

double-disc brake and the CBS system for combined braking guarantee an extraordinary stopping power 

and the maximum safety under any conditions. 

The full digital display with connectivity system, Bluetooth and dedicated App make travelling a much 

more immersive experience. An engaging interface and ease-to-use characterize Askoll Smart Drive, the 

new App available for Android and iOs, that follows your trips on the saddle of eS3 EVOlution.  

Thanks to Askoll Smart Drive, and its captivating interface, you can monitor your vehicle’s performances. 

From kilometres travelled to remaining battery levels; from estimate range for each travel mode to your 

savings, both economic and CO2-wise, through all service notices, and, discover the closest service centres.  

eS3 EVOlution reaches 66 km/h and has a range up to 96 km*.  The electric brushless Askoll motor of highly 

energy-efficiency - with magnets of rare earth elements – is powered by two lithium-ion battery packs with 

a total capacity of 2800 Wh and 8,1 kg of weight for each battery pack.  

The CBS braking system guarantees maximum safety in any condition of use. The telescopic hydraulic 

suspension at the front and single shock-absorber at the rear, as well as the large tyres (80/80 16’’ at the 

front and 90/80 16’’ at the rear), allow it to adapt to any road surface. The large wheels with dual blend 

tyres – soft at the sides and rigid in the middle – ensure greater stability at every bend and fluidity during 

the journey.  

Like all the other Askoll mopeds, eS3 EVOlution is lightweight (86 kg, batteries included), extremely 

maneuverable, and very handy, even when it has to be recharged: its swappable lithium-ion batteries can 

be recharged easily from any power outlet in about three hours per kWh.  

eS3 EVOlution can adapt to any type of route, thanks to a choice of three different travel modes: Eco, 

for minimum battery consumption; Normal, for everyday urban trips; Power, ideal for particularly hilly 

cities. 

eS3 EVOlution is provided with a full LED lighting system and a comfortable standard feature front 

storage compartment with a 12V socket. 

 
* according to 168/2013 CE 
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